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ABSTRACT

Presented here are three property-encoded molecular surface-based methods: PEST,

PROLICSS, and pH-senstitive protein descriptors.

PEST (Property-Encoded Surface Translator) generates whole-molecule align-

ment free surface descriptors that capture and encode shape-resolved molecular sur-

face property distributions. The PEST method expands on prior property distribu-

tion based descriptor technologies by incorporating surface shape information into

its descriptors. The PEST algorithm quantifies the spatial qualities of the surface

in the form of internal distance measurements which separate points on the molec-

ular surface. The distance information is convoluted with the electronic surface

properties of the surface points into a two-dimensional shape-property histograms.

The PEST algorithm, descriptors, sampling convergence, and software implemen-

tation are presented and then tested using a number of literature sourced datasets.

The PEST descriptors have been proven to be a reliable source of surface shape

information not found in previous descriptor technologies, and to be vital to several

QSAR/QSPR studies.

PROLICSS (PROtein-LIgand Complex Surface Scoring) is a knowledge-based

scoring function that uses complementary encoded surfaces to assess binding strength.

This method captures pose dependent binding interactions as a set of alignment-free

interface surface property descriptors and autocorrelation fingerprints, which can be

used for pose evaluation, pattern-matching analysis of ligand and receptor proper-

ties, and offer the potential for rapid analysis in a high-throughput docking mode.

The PROLICSS method, descriptor and fingerprint generation are presented and

then tested using a dataset of 121 protein-ligand, and protein-protein complexes.

k-Means and SVM clustering performance indicate that PROLICSS is successful in

capturing relevant binding information and warrants further development to a fully

developed scoring function.

The pH-senstive protein descriptors are an adapted form of the PEST descrip-

tors which uses an electrostatic potential (EP) encoding of the protein surface that
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reflects pH. The electrostatic potential field used to encode protein surface proper-

ties was made pH sensitive through the use of ProPKa residue-level pKa estimation,

and a Henderson-Hasselbalch expression to assign appropriate atomic-level charges

to each residue weighted by protonation state. Presented is a method that assigns

pH-dependent restricted CHELPG partial charges to individual residues using their

estimated pKa and the pH level. PEST descriptors were generated from the pH-

sensitive EP-encoded protein surfaces, and subsequently used in a QSPR study to

predict chromatographic behavior in ion exchange systems.

In addition to these three methods, a protein structure cleaning protocol is

presented, and was used in both the PROLICSS and pH-sensitive descriptor studies

to prepare raw protein data. Also, a review on the applications of wavelet technology

in chemistry and cheminformatics is presented as well as a theoretical study of the

terahertz (THz) vibrational spectrum of 2,4-DNT is presented.
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